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INTRODUCING THE PROBLEMATIC 

Perceiving faith and reason as binary opposites rather than as tw·o 
alternate ways in our quest for truth is more typical of Western 
thought, where this readily leads to an impassable divide, as between 
fid eism and rationa lism. 'What h as Athens got to do with 
J erusalem?' asked Tertullian at the beginning of the Christian era 
wh en confronted with Greek philosophy! But if believers would 
privilege faith, rationalist would reverse the hierarchy, and never 
the twain would m eet! The resulting dualism between faith and 
reason would seem to leave each in an independent domain of 
human experience and knowledge, compartmentalising our lives 
and impoverishing the m into bargain, even as philosophers and 
theologians attempted to accommodate each other across the 
divide. 

H owever, our contentio n here, as with Eastern thought more 
ge nerally, is that faith and reason are complementary not 
contradictory ways of seeking the truth, since in fact truth itself, 
satya, as ontological real ity even more than just epistemological 
truth , cannot be contradictory, oth erwise reality itself would be 
absurd. What is needed is to include both in a more comprehe nsive 
understanding, which in fact would thereby be the more human 
for being the more inclusive and holistic. However, we must first 
refi ne our understanding of what we mean by 'fajth ' and ' reason' 
so as to explore more incisively the dialectic between the two. 

To say that the relatio nship between fai th and reason is dialectic, 
does not directly address the problematic between the two, unless 
on e further explores how this dialectic in acLUali ty operates. For if 
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a 'dialectic re lationship' implies that one pole must be read against 
the other and vice versa, then we must still ask: what does being 
'reasonable' mean to faith, and again what does the being 'faithful' to 
reason require? 

For, though ours is an age, which at th e global level may be 
characterised by secularism , there are as yet strong pockets of 
religious resistance, at times even provoked by this very challenge 
of globalisation (Beyer, 1994). There is an increasing religious 
revivalism and fundamentalism that seems to be spreading like 
inkblots on the global map across countries and even continents. 
Then again the age of reason once seemed to h ave undermined 
our faith with its rationalism, but now with the e nd of th e 
Enlightenment this very critique of reason has turned on itself and 
undermined our confidence in th e older rationalist optimism. 
Today a postmodern age is putting to question a ll the grand 
narratives that once seemed to epitomize the cutting edge of our 
evolving rationality. 

Typically in Westem thought, a binary opposition between faith 
and reason readjly leads to an unbridgeable ruvide between fid eism 
and rationalism, which a ll too eas ily deteriorates into a 
schizophre nia between religious in to leran ce and rationa list 
dogmatism! Eastern thought more generally, however, implies a 
more inclusive u nderstanding as expressed in our first sutra: faith 
and reason a-re complementary not contmdictm·y ways of seehing the truth. 

TOWARDSAPHENOMENOLOGYOFFAITH 

Mo1·e conventionally faith is understood as giving one's ascen t to a 
truth on the testimony of another. T his is what makes belief 
~redible, that is, worthy of being believed. Thus understood faith 
IS a matter of belief that focuses on the content and its credibili ty. 
In so far as this testimony is external to th e believing person, its 
trustworthiness would rest on th e credibili ty of the one giving the 
testimony, and not only on the content of the belief itse lf. H ence 
ou~ second sutra: what we believe depends on whom we trust. Thus if I 
belzeve you, it is not just because I accept what you say as true, but 
more so because I believe in you, i.e. I believe you are a tru stworthy 
and truthful person. This opens up the interpersonal dimension 
of faith that focuses not on our relationship to things as to objects, 
but to persons as to subj ect, an !-thou, no t l-it relationsh ip. T his is 
the faith that gives me access to the other person as a self-djsclosing 
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subject. For Martin Buber such I-Thou re la tionships are possible 
with things as well (Bube r, 1958). An e mpiric ist worldview 
constrain ed by a reductionist methodo logy cannot but discredit 
such 'knowledge ' . 

It is then th e autho rity of the testimony, moral or formal, that 
legitimates belief. H owever, as this testimony gets institutionalised 
in a traditio n it can get even more distant fro m the o t·iginal 
found ing experiences a nd even ts the mselves. Thus oftentimes 
claims of divin e inspira tio n for the authority of religious testimony 
made by such institutio nal traditions, or a t times the author of this 
testimony, the testifier, is seen to h ave cla imed divinity itself. This 
would seem to put such testimony beyond human scrutiny. 
However, any communication, and most certainly a revelation of 
the d ivine to the human , must inevitably involve filters. Indeed , 
eve n the immediacy of a mystical experience, in its very first and 
necessary articulatio n to oneself, and in i ts later communication 
to o the rs, n ecessa rily invo lves th e me diatio n o f tho ug ht and 
la nguage. This a lready implies an inescapable distancing from the 
original experience itse lf and the inevitable need for a h ermeneutic 
understanding if the experience is to be re levant and reasonable. 
In sum th en: 

To believe is, formally, to kLJ.ow reali ty through the knowledge which 
another person has of it and which he communicates by his testimony; 
bet\veen faith and reali ty there intervenes the person of the wiLness, 
who communicates his knowledge so that the believer may share in it 
and th e reby attain to the reaJj ty itself (Alfam, 1968: 316). 

ARTICULATING A CRITIQUE OF REASON 

The term ' reason ' derives from the La tin 'mtio' and its more 
restricted sense 

absorbs the meanings of 'giving an account', 'ordering things' or 'laying 
things or ideas out in a comprehensive way'. Other terms it may be 
contrasted with are mulhos ('tale' or 'story'). aesthesis ('pcrcept.ion'), 
jJlwntasia (" imaginat.ion '), mimesis (' imitation'), and doxa ('belief) 
(Finch, 1987: 223). 

Logic, dcdnctivc and inductive, th e experimental method . arc 
among the various ways that have been proposed to ·ystcmatisc 
the use of such reason. T husascentlo truth here is ' reasoned ', not 
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dependent on testimony, but on evidence that can be verified, and 
which leads to conclusions that can be tested. This then is a rational 
method of investigation that leads not to 'belief but to 'knowledge'. 
The acceptance of such knmvledge is based on intrinsic criteria, 
and not on any extrinsic testimony or authority. 

So far th e focus is very much on the me thod of ra tional 
knowledge not on its content. In practice much of what we accept 
us reasoned knowledge, scientific or otherwise, is not something 
that we have tested or verified for ourselves using any kind of 
rational investiga tion. Often it is merely on the authority of 
someone who 'knows better' . In other words, on the authority of 
wiser, more learned, more knowledgeable persons, or sometimes 
it seems simply because of the formal position the person holds. 
For every a bit of information in our Jives cannot be traced to 
source and verified before accepted . It is not just a practical 
impossibility theoretically it \vould leads .to an infin ite regress, 
because the very methodology of any rational knowledge rest on 
the basic premises, like the reali ty and intelligibili ty of the world 
we live in, whi ch cannot be logically proven. They are experienced 
existentially. 

'Rational knowledge' then has an element of 'faith', which is 
often neglected. But once again this refers to its content. What 
needs to be examined is the methodology by which such knowledge 
is arrived at. For even when such knowledge is accepted in 'faith ' 
in principal at least it can be tested and verified. However, even 
while acknowledging the limitations of a methodology, one must 
a lso accept its validity where this applies. And so our third suu-a: a 
rational rnethodology transgressing its inherent limitations can never yield 
'rightly reasoned' lmowledge. 

In this context Karl Popper's distinction in his Open Society 
(Popper, 1962) between classical rationalism and c1;tical rational ism 
is pertinent here. The first seeks secure knowledge from axiomatic 
premises, the second accepts given knowledge as 'hypoth etical' 
and through critical testing seeks to fu rthe r refine and extend it. 
Thus Euclidian geometry is completely ration al within the 
constraints of its own premises, but the non-Eucl idian ones start 
fro~ d!ffcrent assumptions and has extended geometric 
appllcauons substan tially. 

A critical examination of the methodology involved in these 
rationalisms wou ld arrive at certain limitations that arc often 
ncglect<'d and even violated by the ir proponents for reasons that 
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are external to the methodology itself. T his is precisely wh a t the 
sociology of knowledge h as drawn attention to a nd h as convincingly 
demonsu-ated , how the underlying presumptio ns, which inevitable 
a re socially derived , prejudice our presumed rational and impartial 
obj ectivity. T hese presum ptions and prejudgments arc beyond th e 
investigative methodology of su ch reasoning itself. How then d o 
we critique such presump tions and prejudices? Fo r if th e ideal of 
the Enlightenme nt, of an unbiased, auto nomous subject, must be 
abandoned how does this become a positive constituent of any 
interpretation , and not a limiting on e? It is precisely h ere once 
again that the dialectic of faith a nd reason must come to bear. 

Thus we h ave th e Kantia n 'a priori 's that are accepted as 
m e thodological impe ra tives if su ch e mpirical/experimental 
kn owledge is to b e p ossibl e at a ll. H m.vever, there are pre
judgements and presumptions that must ground any rationality, as 
the herme n eu tic tradition wou ld insist. Mo reove1-, wh e n n on
empirical/experimental sources of knowing a rc involved, other 
methods of ascertaining truth are required. Dilthey's understanding 
of an interpretive discipline, and Weber's verstehen, e mpathe ti c 
understanding, do offer s u ch via b le m eth o d o logies, whil e 
h ermen eutics and deconstruction have today d em onsu-atcd the 
limits of th e old Enligh tenment rationalism and h ave offered 
a lternative analytic ap proach es. 

In fact seminal breakthrough in scien ce, in th e paradigms shifts 
in our though t, arc the result of intuitive leaps of the imagination 
as T h omas Kuhn has established. I t is only la ter tha t stc:<id scie ntific 
methods arc used to verify the theories thus pl-oposcd . In mak ing, 
then, this distinction between the content and method of reasoned 
knowledge, we discover notjust the limitations of the empirical
experimental methodology, but we o nce again uncover the 'faith ' 
eleme nt that is more often than not decisive in th e content being 
accepted . 

For the prejudgments and prejudices that hermen eutic and the 
socio logy of knowledge emphasise arc not subject to reason so 
much as to the interests and status, th e 'unconscious ideologies' 
and fundamental optio ns of those invo lved. For Hans-Geo rg 
Gada mer, the present situation of the in terprcter is no t somcthi ng 
n egative, but 'already constitl~tively invq\ved in an process of 
understanding' (Li nge, 1977: x1v). We ca n never be c n tin ;ly l"id of 
our prejudices, or more lite rally our 'prcjudcgmcn ts', or in 
communication terminology our 'fi lte rs'. For 'th e historicity of our 
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existence entails that prej udices, in the literal sense of the world, 
constitutes the initial directedncss of our whole ability to experience 
(ibid: 9) . Hence it follows there can be no pre-suppositionless 
interpretation, since there is no prejudgementless experience! 
Consequently our forth sutra: where we position ow-selves influences 
how we reason. 

To conclude then: 

There has been a marked decline in the prestige of reason in the 
twentieth century, clue to a changing awareness of the conventionality 
of what passes for reason. But the present age does not suffer so much 
from a want of rationali ty as from a too arrow conception of what 
constitutes rationality. To some present-clay critics, rationality has been 
purchased at the cost of human meaning and human understanding 
(Finch, 1987:224). 

FAITH AS CONST ITUTIVE OF T H E 1-TUi'viAN 

We need now to make a similar distinction with regard to faith. 
Too much attention has been focused on faith as content, that is, 
' belief. We need to examine the act of faith , an~ precisely what 
makes such belief possible. Why in fact do we accept the testimony 
of others? Once again the capacity to make this act of faith is 
certainly an a jmori condition for tl1e necessarily interdependent 
lives we live. Moreover, if we grant that we arc not the ground of 
our own being, then this 'faith ' must transcend and reach beyond 
the horizons of th e empirical and all knowledge to be derived from 
inductive or deductive logic, then clearly in such an empirical
rationalist frame of reference, there is no room for fai th, or as 
Paul Tillich says, for 'what ultimately concerns man' (Till ich, 1958). 
Hence our ftfth sutra: whether or not we believe depends on our self 
understanding. 

In this sense Panikkar rightly in sists that fa ith becomes a 
'consecutive element of human existence' (Panikkar, 1971: 223-
254). And it is precisely as such, that we must test any content of 
faith. For a content of faith that d ocs not fu lfi ll the human 
dimension, i.e. to make the believer more human, cannot be 'god 
faith'. And so our sixth sutra: if Lo brlievl' is human, then what we 
brlieve must malte us rnore htwwn not le.1sl So too rational kn owledge 
that is the result of a methodology that has not been sensitive to its 
inherent limitations, can never be 't-ightly reasoned' . T he test of 
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god faith then would b e whether the act of faith gives ascent to a 
content tha t is in fact humanizing. And this is precisely what an 
experiential self-reflective rationality can d o. This is where and h ow 
we must seek the reason able n ess of our faith. 

So too with blind faith ; here the act offaith becom es compulsive 
rathe r than free, and catches on a content that promises securi ty 
and perhaps even grandiosity, rather than one that expresses trust 
and d epe nden cy. H ence sutra seven: fa ith that is not humanizing, is 
to that extent 'bad faith '. But only when we accept that faith is a 
constitutive dimension of human life , do we have a framework for 
making such an investigation. 

LANGUAGE AS DISTINCTIVE OF THE HUMAN 

But iffaith is a constitutive dimensio n of huma n existen ce, certainly 
we must say the same of reason. After all the classic d efinitio n of 
man tha t we have come to accept from Aristotle as a 'ratio n al 
animal ',.does n o t quite integrate the e lem ents of faith and reason 
together. It is a o n e-side d definition tha t stresses only a single 
dime n sion, which certainly might h e lp to identify humans, as 
opposed to a nima ls but it does ver y li ttle to h e lp to a m oFe 
comprehe nsive and inclusive understanding of wha t is distinctively 
human. 

In fact th e original Greek word used by Alistotl e was ' Logician· 
from 'logos', which in its more resuicted sense means 'word '. H ence, 
Panikkar insists, Aristotle's d efinition would mo re con·cctly be 
tran slated as m an is a 'verbal a nimal ', or in o ther worlds it i 
language that becomes tl1e distinctive and d efining characteristic 
of human beings. This of course implies reason but much more 
tha n that as well. Anthropologically th·is makes sound sense. AI1d it 
is precisely because language implies inte r-communication a nd 
inter-relationship, that it expresses so well the inter-dependence 
of humans, for there is no such thing as a private language. It is 
o n ly su ch a compre he nsive understanding of th e huma n , that 
would give us a framework in which faith and reason can be 
included , as distinct but comple me n tary dimensions of the human. 

U nfortunately h oweyer, reason is often used to investigate, 
chall enge and even rubbish the conte nt of fai th, by applying a 
rational-empirical m em odology. T his is p t·ccisely to misundC I'Stan d 
the language offaim , which is not at m e level ofrc~.tional-empirical 
discourse. What is need ed ramer is an interrogation tl1at derives 
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more from a hermeneutic investigation that contextualises content, 
and to interpret the content at the various levels of mean ing that 
are often present therein , from the literal and the d irect, to the 
symbolic and the metaphoric. For when it comes to the act of faith, 
an experimental methodology with its objective e mphasis, is quite 
inadequate to such a subjective act. What we need is a more self
reflexive and experiential methodology, whi ch while being 
subjective is neith er arbitrary or irrational, but on e which focuses 
on meaning and 'm eaningfulness' , rather than just on measuring 
quantities and determining cause and effect. Thus our eigh th sutra: 
on ly a self-reflexive, exfJeriential methodology is meaningful to the discoune 
of faith; a rationalist, empirical one is alien to it. 

Besides inductive and deductive logic, there are many kinds·of 
ratio n a lity as Max Weber h as emph asized , and in fact has 
demonstrated in his Sociology of&ligion (Weber, 1964). If with him 
we understand rationality as the application of reason or conceptual 
thought to the understanding or ordering of human life, th en ~n 
so Jm· as there can be many understandings and orderings of human life 
and society, there must CO'rresjJondingly be many J,inds of rationality as 
well. T his is our ninth sutra. Insu-umental and value rationality are 
just two classics examples of this, but they are other complex ways 
in which reason can impinge on human life as when it rationalises 
o r 'orders' it on the basis oflaw, bureaucracy, tradition or ch arisma. 

DILEMMAS AND DIALECTICS 

Th e insti tutio nalization of religion involves fundamental di lemmas 
tha t must be lived in tension since tJ1ey cannot be resolved or wished 
away. For as Thomas O 'Dea (1969) so insightfully point out: religious 
exjJerience needs most yet suffers most from institutionalization. T his is 
~ur te nth sutra. Precisely because such experience is so fragile and 
~mpermanent it needs institutions to preserve and communicate 
It across generations; and yet it is so ephe meral and ineffable that 
it cannot but be distorted and alienated by this very institutiona l 
process. In Max Weber 's ph rase, the ' routinisations of charisma', 
is both necessary and subvening . There is a corresponde nce here 
be twee n the c h a ri sm a-ex p e ri e n ce a nd routini sa tion
institutionalisaLion d il emma, a nd the fa ith a nd reason dialecti c 
discussed carli(•r. l lc..:nce su tra eleven : 'Pxju•rimre' is necessary to vitalise 
in sf itution~, and virf' versa, 'institutions' are needed to preserve experience. 

For even as new experiences precipitate new understandings, 
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they cc!n alter our consciousness in radica l ways, which then 
demands ~ re newed faith. For 'on the o n e h a nd, there is an 
interpretation of the faith conditioned by one's view of reality 
nurtured by one's interpre tation of revelation' (Libano, 1982: 15). 
In other words, we have sutra twelve: while it is true that faith does 
not 'create' reali ty, it does make for a' definition of the situation' that 
is real in its effects; and vice-versa, our experience of reality affects our 
faith-understanding. 

Religious traditions that have stressed 'orthodoxy' (right b elief) 
tend to focus more on the content of faith, whether this be the 
inte llectual content of the belief or th e m o ra l one of the 
commitment. The first focuses on inte llectual truth, the second 
on moral goodness. However, su ch orthodoxies tend to neglect 
the act of faith, which as a constitutive dimen sion of our life 
represents precisely an internal critique, an intrinsic guarantor of 
a con tent offaith , which ough t to fulfil our deepest human desires 
and hopes. 

For this a religious tradition must emphasise a n 'orthopraxis' 
(right practice) , where the focus is on the act of faith. For here 
the crucial emphasis is n either on belief in the true or th e good , 
but rather a commitment to the true and the good to authentic 
human living, a n existe ntial e ngagement with, a nd a critical 
reflection on living. It is at this fundamental existen tial level that 
the reasonableness of faith must be sought. For it is at this level of 
living praxis, that truth must have relevance and value must be 
meaningful. So to with reason the critical stress must not be so 
much on a ra tionalist logic as on a sensitivity to the real boundaries 
of its discourse. 

Indeed, this dialectic beuveen faith a nd reason can be very 
fruitful. Reason must critique faith for its fideli ty in huma n izing 
our life, rather th an for its be lief-content;j ust as faith that must 
commit reaso n to make it se rve t hi s arne huma ni zin g 
e nterprise, not m e rely by affirm ing its validi ty but also by 
constraining it within the domain of its own discourse. Hence 
th e co nstant search for a n eve r d eeper and more relevant 
'orth opraxis' and 'orthodoxy', rather that than an uncriti cal 
fa ith in a tradition, as a lso th e continuing quest for a more 
adeq ua te and pet·tinent ' rationality' beyond the rati o na lism of 
the En li gh tcllment. And so o ur thirteenth su tra:faith and reason 
must complement and cTitique each other in an ongoing humanizing 
dialetic. 
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A HUMAN ISING DIALOGUE 

Our herm eneuti c su spicio ns can now becom e th e poi n ts of 
departure for us to initiate a nd continue this dialogue across the 
apparen t divide between faith and reason . But we must first be 
clear with regard to the horizons of understandings in which it 
takes pl ace. Only the n can there be a ' fusio n of h orizons ' which 
can give the d ialogue ' the buoyancy, of a game, in which the players 
are absorbed ,' (Linge, 1977: xix) as th e later Wittgenstein had 
observed (Wittgenstein, 1962). And it will happen as in 'every 
conversation tha t through it some thing different h as come to be' 
(Linge, 1977: xii). 

In making a d istinction between the con ten t and the act of fai th , 
we real ise that the content may vary across various cul tu ral and 
re ligious traditions. H owever, the act of faith in so far as it is 
constitu tively human, will necessarily have a great similarity across 
cu ltures and religio ns because a t this level we begin to touch o n 
the most fu ndamen tal aspects of the human. Here again it is oor 
faith , both as act and con tent that can h elp us discern the human 
auth e nticity of th ese p re-judgemen ts and presump tions. 

This p recisely becomes the basis for an enriching inter-religious 
d ia logue, wh ich can begin to bridge the divide between religious 
traditions, and in which one can recognize oneself in the othe r 
and vice versa! For unlike the con tent, which may vary across various 
cultural and religious tradi tions, because act of faith is constitutively 
human it will necessarily have a common religious basis across varying 
cultures and traditions; thus it is the act of faith rather than its content 
that must be rome the primary basis of inter-religious dialogue. This is ou r 
fourteenth sutra. 

Today re ligious revivalism justifies the un reasonable and even 
the irra tional in the name of faith , while a rationalist secularism 
dismisses al l religious beliefs as irration al and unscien tifi c. T his 
merely turns an d th e dilemma between faith and reason into an 
irresolva ble dichotomy not an enrich in g dia lectic. And so our 
fifteenth and last sutra; an inclusive humanism must embrace both 
'meamngful faith', as well as 'sensitised reason'. T he 'h ermeneutics of 
suspicion' must eventually yield to th e ' herm en eu tics' of faith', as 
Paul Ricoeur would say (R.icoeur, l 973). For it is on ly thus that we 
will be able lo bring a h eal ing who leness to lhc 'broken total ity' of 
our modern would, in his Murdoch 's unforgettable ph rase. This 
gives our sixteenth and last sutra: the dialectic between faith and 1-eason 
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must be pw-sued in the context of a hermeneutic circle as a dialogue or it 
will degenerate in a debate across an unbridgeable divide. 

It was J onathan Swift who said that we have enough religion to 
hate each other but not enough to love each other. To conclude 
this discussion it can be rephrased thus: we seem to have so much 
'dogmatic belief we become intolerant of each othe1; and not enough 'human 
faith' to appreciate and learn from each other! 
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